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MENTAL STRENGTH
..contd

Recent researchers say that even  when the baby is in the 
mother's womb, it listens to what's going on. That's why the 

mother is advised to listen to fine music. This is not 
something that wasn't known to our ancestors because 

when Baktha Prahlad was in his mother's womb, that was 
when he received the Nama, the upadesha from his Guru 
and he started at that point itself. It's something that was 

established in our puranas from time immemorial, which has 
been scientifically proven today too.  So, the knowledge gain 

starts from that point and  from the moment the baby is 
born it continues. The baby learns from everything it sees 

and hears and interacts with. It is a continuous learning 
process. And then, it learns it's first words- the alphabet, the 

parents, the mother, the father- they teach the baby and 
then he's put into  school, kindergarten. Then he goes 

through primary school. Then he finishes high school, at 
which point he decides his choice, his career path. And then, 

he goes into university - the learning continues. Intellectual 
strengthening continues. It's a continuous process from day 

1, it keeps happening at different levels. Then he lands 
himself a nice job. He learns there, he learns from the 

exposure. When he travels he learns, when he interacts with 
people he learns and this process continues too. Till the day 

we breathe our last this process of intellectual strengthening 
continues. So, on one side physical strengthening is a 

continuous process that is happening all the time. And on 
the other side, the process of intellectual strengthening  is a 

continuous process too. And would we not agree at this 
point of time that this is exactly what the great Mahatma 

meant when he said, Life itself is a process of acquiring 
strength. That is really what it's all about. And Swamiji would 

add - unfortunately, most of us would stop with these two. 
Life is limited to strengthening the physique  or the intellect 

and it stops right there. 
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It is not progressing beyond that. We fail to acknowledge this great gift that God has given us
known as the mind - 'manas' as it is known in Sanskrit. 'Manas' defines mankind, that's why we
are who we are. But, we fail to give attention to the mind, to strengthening the mind as it
deserves. In fact, if we look at it from another point of view - there have been people, great
achievers, people who have achieved remarkable feats throughout history, who may have had a
bit of shortfall when it comes to physical strength or intellectual sharpness too. They might not
have been as gifted as the rest of us. But that did not stop them from becoming great inventors,
great achievers, people who have been trendsetters. Why? It's because they were mentally
strong.
Mental strength makes up for any deficiency in any other area, which is why that in fact
requires maximum attention. It is the mind that needs maximum attention and this forms the
core principle of Sanathana Dharma - the Hindu Dharma - this all encompassing, universal way
of life. Every practice, every ritual, every mantra that has been described in our Dharma in some
way or the other helps to strengthen the mind, to focus the mind and to get to that point where
it goes beyond that. Moksha as they call it - self realisation. That is really the core message of all
scriptures, all Puranas, all Mahatmas, all Gurus. It is all aimed at just one thing, which is towards
strengthening the mind - attaining that perfect mental state, as they call it. The great Master,
Sri Sri Muralidhara Swamiji, who taught us many things when we were kids, once asked us,
when we were very young boys - "So, everybody is talking about God, isn't it? Who do you think
God is? Or, Where do you think God lives? Do you have any idea?" A question which struck as at
that point of time. We really didn't have an answer, but everybody had their own concept of
what God is - somebody thought God was like this super super super hero who was all
powerful, capable of great things, who could send a blessing from sitting wherever He is, He
could send it down on us. Somebody thought that God lived in this world way above where we
are today. Somebody thought that God was everywhere. So, everybody had a different concept
about what God is. Sri Swamiji started explaining beautifully in His own unique style which
would appeal to a little child. …to be contd.

PEARLS OF WISDOM 

FROM OUR TEXTS

~ Sri Balaji Sharma, Principal, Sri Sandeepani Gurukulam

udayati yadi BAnuh pashchimE digviBAgE
prachalati yadi mEruh shItAtAm yAti vahnih |

vikasati yadi padmam parvatAgrE shilAyAm
na Bavati punaruktam BAshitam sajjanAnAm || 

~Shivapuranam,  Parvati Kanda, 25/69

The sun may rise from the west, Mt Meru might get displaced, fire may become 
cold, lotuses may bloom from a rock on top of a mountain, but the words 

spoken by a noble person, will never change. No matter what the situation, 
they would keep up their word.
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Ramayana......As I See It !

In continuum with the earlier passages....

Viswamitra in Dasaratha’s palace. He’s extremely delighted at the way he’s been welcome by
the emperor himself. He narrates his lack of success in completing the austerities. [Since he is
under a vow, he has to perform the austerities.] However, the demons Subahu and Mareecha
do not permit him to proceed any further and all his efforts, thus far, have been in vain. Both
of them ensure that there is a rain of blood & flesh whenever the austerity beings. Therefore,
it has to entirely be restarted from the beginning. Just as Visvamitra narrates the events to
Dasaratha, the commentators at this juncture, point to a question that it seems arose in
Dasaratha’s mind. “You are a powerful sage who has in the past cursed many people. Now
that, two demons (people who otherwise deserve to be cursed) are running havoc, why
wouldn’t you curse them?” was the question. Anger is the cause of curse. Apparently,
Viswamitra used to be the person who’d curse in bygone times. Now, he is the person who has
won over anger & therefore, would no longer curse anybody. And has therefore come to
Dasaratha’s palace. Viswamitra says “I need somebody to protect the austerities when I’m
performing them”. Just as Dasaratha was preparing to answer, the sage himself opens his
mouth and says something that leaves Dasaratha in a tizzy!

स्वपुतं्र राजशार्द ूल रामं सत्यपराक्रमम् |
काकपक्षधरं शदरं जे्यषं्ठ मे र्ातंु अरू्सस ||

“Oh tiger among kings! It is befitting of you to entrust your eldest son Sri Rama, to me, who is
valiant, young, true to his prowess and having beautiful black locks of hair”.

To imagine that a sage as Visvamitra, among other things, notices and mentions about Sri
Rama’s hair-locks verily enables us to imagine how beautiful they must have been. The great
Saint Thyagaraja, is not far behind. In his kirtan ‘Alaka-lalli’, he describes the beauty of Sri
Rama’s hair locks in great detail telling us how curly they are. When Sri Rama is about to
release the arrow that would kill Tadaka, he adjusts his curly tuft that has fallen on his
forehead and goes about his work. Visvamitra, who must have otherwise been busy watching
the battle, forgets the battle, forgets the austerities and gets absorbed at the sight of Sri Rama
adjusting his beautiful tuft of hair, says Thyagaraja!

One can go on and on about Sri Rama’s beautiful curls. Hanuman, while describing Sri Rama to
Sita, specifically mentions that every strand of the Lord curls thrice (in Sundara Kanda)! To
imagine that Hanuman has noticed to that detail when Rama has just worn his hair as a bun
(Jattadhari) evidences Hanuman’s devotion in Rama.

Dasaratha is unable to fathom what he has just heard! Who would want to get separated from
a son like Sri Rama? Afterall, it was one such separation that took away his life. Just as
Dasaratha is training his guns to appropriately respond, Visvamitra quotes more reasons to
ensure that Rama is given to him. This interesting conversation hopes to catch your attention
in the coming issues. Till then Jai Sitaram!

- Sanath Kumar
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Sri Sri Swamiji's birth kshetra is Cuddalore. The historical name of Cuddalore is
Thirupathiripuliyur. The most sacred Padaleeswaraar Temple (about 2000 years old) is situated
here. The temple is 0.5 km from Thirupathiripuliyur Railway Station. It was constructed during the
Pallava and Medieval Chola periods.

Lord Shiva in this shrine is Sri Padaleeshwarar, and Ambal is Sri Periyanayaki. This shrine is
one of the paadal petra sthalams (shrines sung by Saivite saints called Nayanmars) by Sri
Thirunavukkarasar.

The sthala vruksha (holy tree) is Pathiri tree and the sthala theertha (holy spring) is
Sivakarai. It is in the prahara surrounding Ambal's sannadhi that the palliyarai (retiring chamber of
the Lordships) is situated in all other Shiva Temples. The unique feature of this kshetra is that, the
palliyarai is situated in the prahara surrounding the sannidhi of Sri Padaleeshwarar.

The Lord comes in procession in Silver Rishab Vahana, Golden Kailash Vahana on the
Vaikasi Visakam festival days-10 days. The fifth day of the festival is called Theru Adaichan – He
who occupies the whole road – because the car is too wide occupying both ends of the road.
Thousands throng the road to enjoy the Lord’s procession. On Masi Makam and Thai new moon
day, Sea visit festival takes place in Devanampattinam. Adi Pooram, Navarathri and Arudra
Darshan are also celebrated in a grand manner. Poornima Panchaprakara utsav, pradosha days are
observed devotionally.

When thrown into the sea by king Mahendravarma (AD 600-630) binding him with a
stone, Saint Thirunavukkarasar in his hymn firmly said that the Lord will come to his rescue when
his name was chanted even when thrown into the sea. The hard rock turned into a boat and
brought the saint to the shore. The people in the shore were wonderstud when the miracle
happened. Thirunavukkarasar came to the Thirupathiripuliyur temple and prasied the Lord in his
hymns as his Father and Mother. The particular place where the saint landed is named as
Karaieravittakuppam, meaning the place that brought the saint to shore.

This is the only temple where Thirunavukkarasar – Appar Adigal could be seen in a sitting
posture. Of the 22 shiva shrines in Nadu Naadu region, Thirupathiripuliyur is the 18th.
Madyanandana Rishi prayed for tiger legs that would be convenient to climb the Pathiri tree to
pick up flowers for his Shiva Puja. Saint Gnansambandar greeted Appar Adigal here. Saint
Arunagiriyar sang in praise of Lord Muruga here. Sage Agasthya, Vyakrapatha, Mangana rishi,
Adhiraja worshipped the Lord in this temple. Vyakarapatha, the tiger legged Muni attained
salvation here, hence the name Thirupathiripuliyur.

Padaleeswarar Temple 

Know Your Temples
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Generally, we are thankful to one who 
has done us a good turn. When we 
stand to gain due to another’s help 
either financially, materially or physically 
we feel grateful to him. We revere this 
person who has helped us. If the help 
was a timely one, we feel moved. But 
this alone cannot be a sign of our 
gratitude. For example, let us say that 
someone, through his hard earned 
money, helps us get admitted in a good 
school, offers us boarding and lodging, 
and meets all our needs. It is indeed 
right that we verbally and mentally 
thank him. But would this suffice? His 
intention in helping was for us to get 
educated. To actually pursue and do 
well in our studies is the right way of 
showing him our gratitude. Then he 
would also feel elated. Likewise God 
has, in numerous ways, helped us in the 
world. What is the way to show our 
gratitude to Him who has given us good 
eyes? We may, for instance, enjoy 
seeing His divine forms in the temple; 
or, read the Bhagavatam. Well, there are 
several such ways! Giving us a healthy 
body, a good life, intellect and holy 
association (satsang), God also gives us 
a precious Guru. Why? God bestows on 
us human birth and comforts in a janma
(life) only so that we attain liberation; 
therefore, to embrace a Guru and attain 
liberation in that life is the mark of true 
gratitude.

GRATITUDE
From As It Strikes Me
Compilation of Sri Sri Swamiji’s
Divine Thoughts

Lord Ganesha is said to have an elephant
face. What is the import behind this?
Human beings are not powerless as they
assume. However Lord Ganesha is
immensely powerful as compared to
ordinary human being. Every animal has a
particular trait. Fox is known for its
cleverness; dog for its gratitude. The
elephant is known for being unaware of its
own power. Likewise, human beings are
unaware of their own strength. The source
of this strength lies at mooladhara that is
at the lowest portion of the spinal cord.
This is verily depicted as the elephant face.
This is the reason that on entering Lord
Siva’s temple we find Ganesha’s sanctum
first. It is only to remind man of his true
strength, does He grace with an elephant
face.

We say that Lord Ganesha is unmarried.
Yet, references to his two wives Siddhi and
Buddhi have also been made. This is
certainly baffling.
The kundalini shakti (yogic power) in
humans is awakened only through
celibacy. It is verily to depict this that
Ganesha is known as an unmarried
celibate. When that power rises up, his
buddhi (intellect) reaches a high state and
he comprehends the philosophy behind
God and Universe in right perspective.
When this power hits the head siddhi (self
realization) is attained and it is verily this
that has been spoken of here as the two
wives, Siddhi and Buddhi.

Kakitha
Malargal

(Excerpts from Sri Sri Swamiji’s book  –

Q and A explaining Sanathana Dharma)
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As per Sanathana Dharma 18 is a holy number. It denotes ‘jaya’(victory)
That is why Bhagavat Geetha has 18 chapters, Mahabharata 18 Parvas and
Bhagavatham has 18000 Shlokas.
Bhagavatham which has 18000 Shlokas has its complete essence in the
Tenth Canto. The essence of 10th Canto is in the 5 chapters of ‘Raasa
Panchaadyayi’. The essence of all essences is the Gopika Geetham in Rasa
Panchadyayi!
The number of shlokas in gopika geetham?
18!

18
Namadwaar Nibbles

Once Ramakrishna Paramahansa was walking along with some of his disciples
across the river. He saw a scorpion floating on the surface in the river, struggling to
survive; it must have been struggling there for some time, so it was trying to get out of
there desperately, but in vain, as it was not able to successfully cross the river.
When Ramakrishna saw this little creature struggling so hard, his heart melted, he ran
into the water and lifted the scorpion, the scorpion which was already scared to death
stung him in its fear.

Ramakrishna suddenly shook his hand in pain and dropped the scorpion. The
scorpion fell back into the river and once again started to swim desperately.
Ramakrishna lifted it again with his hand off the river and ran towards the edge of the
river to save it, the scorpion stung him again in its confused state. This time he found a
twig floating in the water and carefully moved the scorpion to the edge off the water.

One of the disciples who were watching all this happening asked his Guru 'O
Master! Why did you lift it the second time? Even after it stung you causing so much
pain?'

The Guru replied 'It is the nature of the scorpion, it will sting us when it is
scared. It was struggling, it was in pain; it is my nature to help it. Should I give up my
nature Just because it stung me ?‘

~ Vignesh Sundararaman

When true love fills the heart, 
one treats other creatures like 

he treats himself
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• Avocados are a great source of lutein, a carotenoid 
that works as an antioxidant and helps protect 

against eye disease. They also contain the related 
carotenoids zeaxanthin, alpha-carotene and beta-

carotene, as well as tocopherol (vitamin E).
• Half an avocado contains 3.4 grams of fibre, 

including soluble and insoluble, both of which your 
body needs to keep the digestive system running 

smoothly. Plus, soluble fibre slows the breakdown of 
carbohydrates in your body, helping you feel full for 

longer, and help lose weight.
• Rich, creamy, and packed with beneficial 

monounsaturated fat, avocado slows digestion and 
helps keep blood sugar from spiking after a meal. A 
diet high in good fats may even help reverse insulin 
resistance, which translates to steadier blood sugar 

long-term.
• One cup of avocado provides almost a quarter of 

your recommended daily intake of folate, a vitamin 
which cuts the risk of birth defects.

• As well as increasing feelings of fullness, the oleic 
acid in avocados can help reduce cholesterol levels.

Healthy Eating
AVOCADO

Persea americana

Avocado Milkshake
INGREDIENTS

Avocado - 1
Milk - 2 cups

Sugar - 4 tblsp
Ice cubes - as needed

METHOD
Using a sharp knife cut lengthwise around the avocado. Follow the 

contour of the avocado by letting the knife blade touching the large pit 
to get 2 halves. Pull the two lengthwise pieces apart gently.

Using a knife, remove the pit. Use a spoon to scoop out the flesh. Add 
the flesh along with milk, sugar and ice cubes. Blend 

everything well to get a creamy milkshake. Serve as a yummy 
yummy refreshing drink. 

VARIATIONS
You can substitute sugar with honey to make it more 

healthier.
You can substitute plain milk with almond milk or soy milk.

The above measurements give a thinner milkshake. 
If you love to have a thicker Avocado smoothie, 

reduce the amount of milk and add some yogurt.
You can also combine other fruits along with avocado like banana, 

mango, kiwi, sapotta, blueberries, papaya, apple etc. 
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